The Red Pill That Changes Your World -The Story Of, and Told By, Sibel Edmonds
Dick Atlee, 14 April 2013
When even one American -- who has done nothing
wrong -- is forced by fear to shut his mind and close
his mouth, then all Americans are in peril.
-- Harry S. Truman, quoted by Sibel Edmonds and
the National Security Whistleblowers Coalition
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In the movie "The Matrix," the underlying theme of "what is reality" is set up by a meeting
between the protagonist and an older mentor he believes to have information that is not normally
available. The mentor offers him two pills (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zE7PKRjrid4):
* the blue pill will cause him to forget he ever met the mentor, and he can continue living life
as he knew it, undisturbed by reality;
* the red pill, on the other hand, will strip away the cover that has blocked his view of reality.
The protagonist takes the red pill, and is confronted with a world completely at odds with what
we assume to be reality. Instead, the experience of life is a program in the minds of human
bodies who are kept in a large matrix of individual tanks that deliver nutrients and extract energy
from those bodies for the benefit of whatever/whomever created the matrix and program.
Every now and then one comes upon information that has the capacity to play that "red-pill" role,
none perhaps moreso than the material described below. Once one has been exposed to it -unless one throws up a serious blue-pill defense -- the world is not at all the same. The basic
story we've been told about the world, and have told ourselves, is fundamentally flawed.
The red pill below consists of a series of interviews Canadian investigative journalist James
Corbett did with Sibel Edmonds, who worked as a Turkish language translator for the FBI in the
months following 9/11. These interviews are linked and summarized below. But first...
The Mentor -- Sibel Edmonds
Can of worms uncovered -- Because Sibel Edmonds was the only competent FBI Turkish
translator in the country, FBI agents from field offices all over the country began urgently
sending her documents and interview/wire-tap recordings, both current and backlogged. She thus
found herself connecting the dots of a large picture of which the individual field agents had no
inkling. What she saw involved large-scale corruption, narcotics trafficking (mostly heroin),
money laundering, weapons smuggling, sale of military and intelligence information and nuclear
secrets, and a coordinated attempt to destabilize situations all over the world. These activities
involved people at the highest levels of the administration, the Pentagon, and Congress. And she
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found that one of her colleagues, a supposed junior translator, was a spy working very hard to
prevent the discovery of all this, that many of her translations were not getting back to the field
agents, and that many crucial documents were being sidelined as unnecessary to translate.
Blocked and gagged by the government -- When she tried to report this internally within the
FBI, she was stonewalled at successively higher levels, all the way to the top. Stymied, and with
both herself and her family threatened, she went to Congress, where at first her credibility was
confirmed, and her message heard. But under relentless pressure from the FBI, the Justice
Department and the White House -- and partisan politics -- even that channel ultimately closed
down tight. When she took her case to court, the administration replaced her initial judge with a
hand-picked hanging judge and invoked the seldom-before-used State Secrets Privilege
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_secrets_privilege) that prevented her from saying anything
beyond generalities to anybody. She became, as the ACLU said, "the most gagged person in the
history of the United States of America." Everywhere she turned she was shut down by
unprecedented (il)legal tactics that have subsequently become widely used to silence
whistleblowers.
Press blackout -- Throughout her battle with the first three "estates," the Fourth Estate had
consistently failed her as well, with a few exception, such as an early 60-Minutes story -http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2002/10/25/60minutes/main526954.shtml -- and periodic
articles -- http://www.wanttoknow.info/sibeledmondsnewsarticles -- that never quite got to the
central issue. Only the foreign press and American alternative media showed consistent interest
in her story.
Finally, in 2007, she said she would tell everything she knew to any major American TV
network that agreed to broadcast an unedited interview with her. (For a list summarizing the
kinds of things she could tell, see http://www.bradblog.com/?p=2498.) None took her up,
although in January 2008 the London Times covered her allegations of stolen nuclear secrets
(http://www.scribd.com/doc/93444303/Sibel-Edmonds-London-Times-Interviews), an
international blockbuster that was totally ignored by the American mainstream media.
The Book and the Whistleblowers -- In the end, she told her story in a riveting, personallyintense blow-by-blow 2012 memoir, Classified Woman
(http://www.amazon.com/dp/0615602223). And, because in the end she refused to crumble
under the endless accumulation of frustration, scores of career national security people came out
of the woodwork to join her, people who had been afraid to -- or, like her, had tried to (and been
crushed) -- blow the whistle on a mind-bogglingly corrupt and dangerous system. Because
national-security whistleblowers were the only ones consistently and explicitly omitted from
otherwise increasingly comprehensive whistleblower protection laws, she initiated the National
Security Whistleblowers Coalition (NSWC; http://www.nswbc.org) to bring these new-found
friends and colleagues together.
Boiling Frogs -- After Edmond's original Blogspot blog was taken down by Google, she created
the ongoing Boiling Frogs Post website (http://boilingfrogspost.com), from which she and her
fellow national security whistleblowers can share information with the public. The name is based
on the frequent claim that a frog placed in water that is slowly heated will not notice the change
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and will end up boiled alive. As her story makes chillingly clear, we and our "cherished
freedoms" are the frog, and she makes a good case that the water is already boiling.
The Red Pill Itself -- the Corbett Interviews
Perhaps the best introduction to what Sibel Edmonds has to offer is the above-mentioned series
of interviews of her by James Corbett, of the Corbett Report (http://corbettreport.com). In these,
she lays out a picture of which almost no one in the U.S. is aware. It is so large and grotesque
that, if one were unfamiliar with her history (above), the temptation to dismiss her as paranoid or
crazy would be almost irresistible. The scene of the farmed human bodies in The Matrix is an alltoo-appropriate analogy to the reality she describes -- a beyond-the-pale image. But she has a
remarkable memory and she knows clearly the information that passed through her hands while
at the FBI, information that has been corroborated and massively extended by her colleagues in
the NSWC and contacts in Turkey and other parts of the world.
If you have time to check out only one of these interviews, it should be #1 below -- though the
interviews build relentlessly on each other. Links to an audio version of each are provided here
as well, since some may prefer to download the podcast for offline listening, or may find
Edmonds' vivacious and animated self too distracting to permit full concentration on her intense
flow of information :-).
(Note: if you are not familiar with Operation Gladio, and want to make the best use of interview
#1, it helps to listen first to interview #0, or check out the very detailed Wikipedia -http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gladio -- article (which, interestingly, barely mentions Turkey and
doesn't mention Ireland).
0. 582: Tom Secker on Operation Gladio
Video: http://www.corbettreport.com/interview-582-tom-secker-on-operation-gladio/
Audio: http://www.corbettreport.com/mp3/2013-01-17 Tom Secker.mp3
1. 595: Sibel Edmonds on NATO, Terrorism, 9/11 and Drug Running
Video: http://www.corbettreport.com/interview-595-sibel-edmonds-on-nato-terrorism-911-and-drug-running/
Audio: http://www.corbettreport.com/mp3/2013-01-30 Sibel Edmonds.mp3
2. 598: Sibel Edmonds on Gladio B, Protected Terrorists and Stifled Investigations
Video: http://www.corbettreport.com/interview-598-sibel-edmonds-on-gladio-b-protected-terrorists-and-stifled-investigations/
Audio: http://www.corbettreport.com/mp3/2013-02-08 Sibel Edmonds.mp3
3. 604: Sibel Edmonds on Turkey, the Hood Event, Israel and Gladio B
Video: http://www.corbettreport.com/interview-604-sibel-edmonds-on-turkey-the-hood-event-israel-and-gladio-b/
Audio: http://www.corbettreport.com/mp3/2013-02-15 Sibel Edmonds.mp3
4. 610: Sibel Edmonds on Gladio Protected Drug Running and Money Laundering
Video: http://www.corbettreport.com/interview-610-sibel-edmonds-on-gladio-protected-drug-running-and-money-laundering/
Audio: http://www.corbettreport.com/mp3/2013-02-22 Sibel Edmonds.mp3
5. 616: Sibel Edmonds Answers [Listeners'] Questions on Gladio B
Video: http://www.corbettreport.com/interview-616-sibel-edmonds-answers-questions-on-gladio-b/
Audio: http://www.corbettreport.com/mp3/2013-02-28 Sibel Edmonds.mp3
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6. 626: Sibel Edmonds explains who is at the top of the pyramid
Video: http://www.corbettreport.com/interview-626-sibel-edmonds-explains-whos-at-the-top-of-the-pyramid/
Audio: http://www.corbettreport.com/mp3/2013-03-15 Sibel Edmonds.mp3
(Also available is Corbett's original 2010 interview with Sibel Edmonds:
7. 138: Sibel Edmonds
Video: http://www.corbettreport.com/interview-138-sibel-edmonds/
Audio: http://www.corbettreport.com/mp3/2010-03-12 Sibel Edmonds.mp3)
The "Matrix" -- Operation Gladio Plan B
In brief, the red-pill reality panorama that unfolds before you is as follows:
* NATO, Britain's intelligence services, and a special office at the Pentagon, using Turkey as a
center of operations, are -- with the direct or indirect support and/or involvement of, and/or
cover-up on the part of, many public officials in the FBI, Congress, and the administration -engaged in keeping the world in a perpetual state of instability.
(Note: for those who find NATO and British involvement hard to imagine, Edmonds points
out that four countries were off-limits to FBI monitoring: Turkey, Azerbaijan, the United
Kingdom and Belgium, the seat of NATO.)
* Instability is promoted by
* toppling governments unfriendly to oil/gas corporate interests and arranging for friendlier
ones, and
* creating conflicts in various strategic spots and supporting warring factions on all sides,
effectively preventing a unified opposition on the part of people being damaged by this
new order by
* sowing hatred and dissension
* creating an atmosphere in which civil liberties and civil rights can easily be
suspended, immediately or gradually.
* These efforts are financed largely by an immense heroin flow moving out of Afghanistan
through Turkey and Brussels (NATO), combined with massive money laundering.
* The beneficiaries of these policies are
* the oil/gas corporations who gain contracts where such might otherwise be impossible, as
noted by Dick Cheney when CEO of Halliburton: "I cannot think of a time when we have
had a region emerge as suddenly to become as strategically significant as the Caspian"),
(http://www.historycommons.org/context.jsp?item=a062398cheney) and
* the individuals and corporations of the military-industrial complex, who are on the
receiving end of the drug profits (and U.S. appropriations and aid) being used by all the
warring parties to buy arms and ammunition in a situation of endless war.
* This has been going on for a long time, starting with
* Operation Gladio, the secret and/or false-flag "left-wing" terror operations coordinated by
the above actors, using right-wing and criminal elements from Europe and Turkey prior
to the fall of the Soviet Union, and then
* Operation Gladio "Plan B," in which the terrorism role was transferred to radical Muslim
groups, who may or may not understand they are being used by these larger forces.
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It would be a serious mistake, however, to simply peruse this list and not take in at least the first
Corbett/Edmonds interview above. The breadth and depth of her knowledge are perhaps the only
guaranteed innoculant against the blue pill of "whacko conspiracy theory" denial.
The world changes -- Once you have taken this red pill, the "Global War on Terror" suddenly
becomes clear as a purposeful plan intent on extending global instability and war into perpetuity.
We have met the enemy (al Qaeda or whomever) . . . and he is, in fact, "us."
The idea that terrorism grows out of distaste for our "freedoms" or culture, or the somehow more
persuasive idea that terrorism is "blowback" for past U.S. imperial actions, can be seen as
missing the point. These ideas may indeed be motivating terrorist groups, but such groups would
not exist, or at best be utterly marginal, if they weren't being supported and manipulated as part
of this larger picture.
In this light, the events of 9/11 lose something of their aura of primary importance, and become
merely a very clever and powerful move to accelerate a process already underway. This helps
those interested in "9/11 Truth" who see 9/11 as a creature of the Bush/Cheney administration to
better understand a number of otherwise-puzzling conundrums, e.g.,
* why 9/11-related events extend back into earlier administrations,
* that Dick Cheney may not have been the ultimate Dark Lord, but simply someone very
effectively doing the bidding of his bosses/colleagues,
* why the people responsible for 9/11 "haven't talked," and
* why Obama not only succeeded Bush, but has exceeded Bush's 9-11-related
* repression -- Patriot Act prosecutions, State Secrets assertions, exclusion of national
security personnel from whistleblower protection, destruction of habeus corpus, etc.,
and
* war-making -- Libya, Yemen, Somalia, now Syria.
How can she still be here? -- Edmonds points to why it is so hard to get these ideas across to
Americans. They have been inculcated by popular culture and propaganda to view conflicts in
terms of "White Hats vs. Black Hats." This makes it very difficult to grasp the idea that what is
going on is actually "Black Hats vs. Black Hats." She cites this impenetrability as chilling proof
that the water is boiling around us frogs, and as the explanation for the fact that, while the people
behind this global plan may have at one time been worried about her, they have long since
decided she is not a threat, because the vast majority of the American people have been
brainwashed to the extent that they would not believe her even if she told her whole story in the
mainstream media.
But her red pill may eventually change that. Take it. The world becomes far more interesting,
and far more gripping, than The Matrix.
continued . . .
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The author description for Classified Woman is as follows [link added]:
"Sibel Edmonds is the editor of Boiling Frogs Post and the founder- director of National Security
Whistleblowers Coalition. She is the recipient of the 2006 PEN/Newman's Own First
Amendment Award * [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-X39zdgXSqs]. Ms. Edmonds
worked as a language specialist for the FBI where she reported serious acts of security breaches
and cover-ups, and for that she was retaliated against and ultimately fired. The court proceedings
on her case were blocked by the assertion of State Secrets Privilege, and the U.S. Congress has
been gagged and prevented from taking up or even discussing her case through retroactive
classification issued by the Department of Justice. Ms. Edmonds has a MA in Public Policy from
George Mason University, and a BA in Criminal Justice and Psychology from George
Washington University."
* Note:
It might be additionally pointed out that, based on her story, Congress has not been deactivated
solely by gagging, or even by the likelihood of personal threats, but also by pure partisan politics
and the direct involvement of many members in the corrupt and criminal activities. The
Democratic Congresspeople (including those in the PEN video) who championed her prior to the
2006 election immediately shut her out after the election put them in the majority.
This document can be found online:
HTML: http://dickatlee.com/issues/911/edmonds_red_pill.html
PDF: http://dickatlee.com/issues/911/pdfs/edmonds_red_pill.pdf
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